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1.1 Introduction
When writing programs that communicate across a computer network, one must first invent a
protocol, an agreement on how those programs will communicate. Before delving into the
design details of a protocol, high-level decisions must be made about which program is
expected to initiate communication and when responses are expected. For example, a Web
server is typically thought of as a long-running program (or daemon) that sends network
messages only in response to requests coming in from the network. The other side of the
protocol is a Web client, such as a browser, which always initiates communication with the
server. This organization into client and server is used by most network-aware applications.
Deciding that the client always initiates requests tends to simplify the protocol as well as the
programs themselves. Of course, some of the more complex network applications also require
asynchronous callback communication, where the server initiates a message to the client. But
it is far more common for applications to stick to the basic client/server model shown in Figure
1.1.

Figure 1.1. Network application: client and server.

Clients normally communicate with one server at a time, although using a Web browser as an
example, we might communicate with many different Web servers over, say, a 10-minute time
period. But from the server's perspective, at any given point in time, it is not unusual for a
server to be communicating with multiple clients. We show this in Figure 1.2. Later in this text,
we will cover several different ways for a server to handle multiple clients at the same time.

Figure 1.2. Server handling multiple clients at the same time.

The client application and the server application may be thought of as communicating via a
network protocol, but actually, multiple layers of network protocols are typically involved. In
this text, we focus on the TCP/IP protocol suite, also called the Internet protocol suite. For
example, Web clients and servers communicate using the Transmission Control Protocol, or
TCP. TCP, in turn, uses the Internet Protocol, or IP, and IP communicates with a datalink layer
of some form. If the client and server are on the same Ethernet, we would have the
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example, we might communicate with many different Web servers over, say, a 10-minute time
period. But from the server's perspective, at any given point in time, it is not unusual for a
server to be communicating with multiple clients. We show this in Figure 1.2. Later in this text,
we will cover several different ways for a server to handle multiple clients at the same time.
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The client application and the server application may be thought of as communicating via a
network protocol, but actually, multiple layers of network protocols are typically involved. In
this text, we focus on the TCP/IP protocol suite, also called the Internet protocol suite. For
example, Web clients and servers communicate using the Transmission Control Protocol, or
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arrangement shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3. Client and server on the same Ethernet communicating
using TCP.

Even though the client and server communicate using an application protocol, the transport
layers communicate using TCP. Note that the actual flow of information between the client and
server goes down the protocol stack on one side, across the network, and up the protocol stack
on the other side. Also note that the client and server are typically user processes, while the
TCP and IP protocols are normally part of the protocol stack within the kernel. We have labeled
the four layers on the right side of Figure 1.3.

TCP and IP are not the only protocols that we will discuss. Some clients and servers use the
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) instead of TCP, and we will discuss both protocols in more detail
in Chapter 2. Furthermore, we have used the term "IP," but the protocol, which has been in
use since the early 1980s, is officially called IP version 4  (IPv4). A new version, IP version 6
(IPv6) was developed during the mid-1990s and could potentially replace IPv4 in the years to
come. This text covers the development of network applications using both IPv4 and IPv6.
Appendix A provides a comparison of IPv4 and IPv6, along with other protocols that we will
discuss.

The client and server need not be attached to the same local area network (LAN) as we show
in Figure 1.3. For instance, in Figure 1.4, we show the client and server on different LANs, with
both LANs connected to a wide area network (WAN) using routers.

Figure 1.4. Client and server on different LANs connected through a
WAN.

> Camadas de protocolo
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Routers are the building blocks of WANs. The largest WAN today is the Internet. Many
companies build their own WANs and these private WANs may or may not be connected to the
Internet.

The remainder of this chapter provides an introduction to the various topics that are covered in
detail later in the text. We start with a complete example of a TCP client, albeit a simple one,
that demonstrates many of the function calls and concepts that we will encounter throughout
the text. This client works with IPv4 only, and we show the changes required to work with
IPv6. A better solution is to write protocol-independent clients and servers, and we will discuss
this in Chapter 11. This chapter also shows a complete TCP server that works with our client.

To simplify all our code, we define our own wrapper functions for most of the system functions
that we call throughout the text. We can use these wrapper functions most of the time to
check for an error, print an appropriate message, and terminate when an error occurs. We also
show the test network, hosts, and routers used for most examples in the text, along with their
hostnames, IP addresses, and operating systems.

Most discussions of Unix these days include the term "X," which is the standard that most
vendors have adopted. We describe the history of POSIX and how it affects the Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) that we describe in this text, along with the other players in the
standards arena.
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1.7 OSI Model
A common way to describe the layers in a network is to use the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) open systems interconnection (OSI) model for computer
communications. This is a seven-layer model, which we show in Figure 1.14, along with the
approximate mapping to the Internet protocol suite.

Figure 1.14. Layers in OSI model and Internet protocol suite.

We consider the bottom two layers of the OSI model as the device driver and networking
hardware that are supplied with the system. Normally, we need not concern ourselves with
these layers other than being aware of some properties of the datalink, such as the 1500-byte
Ethernet maximum transfer unit (MTU), which we describe in Section 2.11.

The network layer is handled by the IPv4 and IPv6 protocols, both of which we will describe in
Appendix A. The transport layers that we can choose from are TCP and UDP, and we will
describe these in Chapter 2. We show a gap between TCP and UDP in Figure 1.14 to indicate
that it is possible for an application to bypass the transport layer and use IPv4 or IPv6 directly.
This is called a raw socket, and we will talk about this in Chapter 28.

The upper three layers of the OSI model are combined into a single layer called the application.
This is the Web client (browser), Telnet client, Web server, FTP server, or whatever application
we are using. With the Internet protocols, there is rarely any distinction between the upper
three layers of the OSI model.

The sockets programming interfaces described in this book are interfaces from the upper three
layers (the "application") into the transport layer. This is the focus of this book: how to write
applications using sockets that use either TCP or UDP. We already mentioned raw sockets, and
in Chapter 29 we will see that we can even bypass the IP layer completely to read and write
our own datalink-layer frames.

Why do sockets provide the interface from the upper three layers of the OSI model into the
transport layer? There are two reasons for this design, which we note on the right side of
Figure 1.14. First, the upper three layers handle all the details of the application (FTP, Telnet,
or HTTP, for example) and know little about the communication details. The lower four layers
know little about the application, but handle all the communication details: sending data,
waiting for acknowledgments, sequencing data that arrives out of order, calculating and
verifying checksums, and so on. The second reason is that the upper three layers often form

Raw sockets

ISO OSI: Open Systems Interconnection
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mais alto nível, fornece 
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confiável



> Camadas OSI, cont.
•Camada de Sessão: Estabelece e 

mantém conexões entre apps 

• Camada de apresentação: 
apresenta os dados para uma 
aplicação no formato apropriado 

• Camada de aplicação OSI: 
realiza operações específicas 
da aplicação





Segment: If the transport protocol is TCP, the unit of data sent from TCP to network layer is called Segment. 
Datagram: This is used in 2 layers. If the network protocol is IP, the unit of data is called Datagram. At transport 
layer, if protocol is UDP, we use datagram there as well. We differentiate them as UDP Datagram, IP Datagram. 
Frame: Physical layer representation. 
Packet: It is a more generic term used either transport layer or network layer. TCP Packet, UDP Packet, IP Packet 
etc.
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2.2 The Big Picture
Although the protocol suite is called "TCP/IP," there are more members of this family than just
TCP and IP. Figure 2.1 shows an overview of these protocols.

Figure 2.1. Overview of TCP/IP protocols.

We show both IPv4 and IPv6 in this figure. Moving from right to left, the rightmost five
applications are using IPv6; we will talk about the AF_INET6 constant in Chapter 3, along with
the sockaddr_in6 structure. The next six applications use IPv4.

The leftmost application, tcpdump, communicates directly with the datalink using either the
BSD packet filter (BPF) or the datalink provider interface (DLPI). We mark the dashed line
beneath the nine applications on the right as the API, which is normally sockets or XTI. The
interface to either BPF or DLPI does not use sockets or XTI.

There is an exception to this, which we will describe in more detail in Chapter 28: Linux
provides access to the datalink using a special type of socket called SOCK_PACKET.

We also note in Figure 2.1 that the traceroute program uses two sockets: one for IP and
another for ICMP. In Chapter 28, we will develop IPv4 and IPv6 versions of both ping and
traceroute.

We now describe each of the protocol boxes in this figure.
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Section 1.2 Design and Implementation   11

based on a demultiplexing (demux) identifier. In TCP/IP networks such identifiers 
are commonly hardware addresses, IP addresses, and port numbers. The header 
may also include important state information, such as whether a virtual circuit is 
being set up or has already completed setup. The resulting object is another PDU.

One other important feature of layering suggested by Figure 1-2 is that in pure 
layering not all networked devices need to implement all the layers. Figure 1-4 
shows that in some cases a device needs to implement only a few layers if it is 
expected to perform only certain types of processing.

In Figure 1-4, a somewhat idealized small internet includes two end systems, a 
switch, and a router. In this figure, each number corresponds to a type of protocol 
at a particular layer. As we can see, each device implements a different subset of 
the layer stack. The host on the left implements three different link-layer protocols 
(D, E, and F) with corresponding physical layers and three different transport-
layer protocols (A, B, and C) that run on a single type of network-layer protocol. 
End hosts implement all the layers, switches implement up to layer 2 (this switch 
implements D and G), and routers implement up to layer 3. Routers are capable 
of interconnecting different types of link-layer networks and must implement the 
link-layer protocols for each of the network types they interconnect.

Figure 1-3  Encapsulation is usually used in conjunction with layering. Pure encapsulation involves 
taking the PDU of one layer and treating it as opaque (uninterpreted) data at the layer 
below. Encapsulation takes place at each sender, and decapsulation (the reverse opera-
tion) takes place at each receiver. Most protocols use headers during encapsulation; a few 
also use trailers.
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12 Introduction 

The internet of Figure 1-4 is somewhat idealized because today’s switches and 
routers often implement more than the protocols they are absolutely required to 
implement for forwarding data. This is for a number of reasons, including man-
agement. In such circumstances, devices such as routers and switches must some-
times act as hosts and support services such as remote login. To do this, they 
usually must implement transport and application protocols.

Although we show only two hosts communicating, the link- and physical-
layer networks (labeled as D and G) might have multiple hosts attached. If so, 
then communication is possible between any pair of systems that implement the 
appropriate higher-layer protocols. In Figure 1-4 we can differentiate between an 
end system (the two hosts on either side) and an intermediate system (the router in 
the middle) for a particular protocol suite. Layers above the network layer use end-
to-end protocols. In our picture these layers are needed only on the end systems. 
The network layer, however, provides a hop-by-hop protocol and is used on the two 
end systems and every intermediate system. The switch or bridge is not ordinarily 
considered an intermediate system because it is not addressed using the internet-
working protocol’s addressing format, and it operates in a fashion that is largely 
transparent to the network-layer protocol. From the point of view of the routers 
and end systems, the switch or bridge is essentially invisible.

A router, by definition, has two or more network interfaces (because it con-
nects two or more networks). Any system with multiple interfaces is called multi-
homed. A host can also be multihomed, but unless it specifically forwards packets 
from one interface to another, it is not called a router. Also, routers need not be 

Figure 1-4  Different network devices implement different subsets of the protocol stack. End hosts tend to 
implement all the layers. Routers implement layers below the transport layer, and switches imple-
ment link-layer protocols and below. This idealized structure is often violated because routers and 
switches usually include the ability to act as a host (e.g., to be managed and set up) and therefore 
need an implementation of all of the layers even if they are rarely used.
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A.2 IPv4 Header
The IP layer provides a connectionless best-effort datagram delivery service (RFC 791 [Postel
1981a]). IP makes its best effort to deliver an IP datagram to the specified destination, but
there is no guarantee that the datagram will arrive, will arrive in order relative to other
packets, or will arrive only once. Any desired reliability, ordering, and duplicate suppression
must be added by the upper layers. In the case of a TCP or SCTP application, this is performed
by the transport layer. In the case of a UDP application, this must be done by the application
since UDP is unreliable; we show an example of this in Section 22.5.

One of the most important functions of the IP layer is routing. Every IP datagram contains a
source and destination address. Figure A.1 shows the format of an IPv4 header.

Figure A.1. Format of the IPv4 header.

The 4-bit version field is 4. This has been the version of IP in use since the early 1980s.

The header length field is the length of the entire IP header, including any options, in
whole 32-bit words. The maximum value for this 4-bit field is 15 (0xf), giving a maximum
IP header length of 60 bytes. Therefore, with the fixed portion of the header occupying 20
bytes, this allows for up to 40 bytes of options.

The 6-bit Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field (RFC 2474 [Nichols et al. 1998])
and the 2-bit Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) field (RFC 3168 [Ramakrishnan,
Floyd, and Black 2001]) replace the historical 8-bit type-of-service (TOS) field, which was
described in RFC 1349 [Almquist 1992]. We can set all 8 bits of this field with the IP_TOS
socket option (Section 7.6), although the kernel may overwrite any value we set to
enforce Diffserv policy or implement ECN.

The 16-bit total length  field is the total length in bytes of the IP datagram, including the
IPv4 header. The amount of data in the datagram is this field minus 4 times the header
length (recall that the header length is in units of whole 32-bit words, or 4 bytes). This
field is required because some datalinks pad the frame to some minimum length (e.g.,
Ethernet) and it is possible for the size of a valid IP datagram to be less than the datalink

• Roteamento, 
endereçamento 

• Max 60B

/usr/include/netinet/ip.h

Removido no IPv6:
Camadas superiores
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A.2 IPv4 Header
The IP layer provides a connectionless best-effort datagram delivery service (RFC 791 [Postel
1981a]). IP makes its best effort to deliver an IP datagram to the specified destination, but
there is no guarantee that the datagram will arrive, will arrive in order relative to other
packets, or will arrive only once. Any desired reliability, ordering, and duplicate suppression
must be added by the upper layers. In the case of a TCP or SCTP application, this is performed
by the transport layer. In the case of a UDP application, this must be done by the application
since UDP is unreliable; we show an example of this in Section 22.5.

One of the most important functions of the IP layer is routing. Every IP datagram contains a
source and destination address. Figure A.1 shows the format of an IPv4 header.

Figure A.1. Format of the IPv4 header.

The 4-bit version field is 4. This has been the version of IP in use since the early 1980s.

The header length field is the length of the entire IP header, including any options, in
whole 32-bit words. The maximum value for this 4-bit field is 15 (0xf), giving a maximum
IP header length of 60 bytes. Therefore, with the fixed portion of the header occupying 20
bytes, this allows for up to 40 bytes of options.

The 6-bit Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field (RFC 2474 [Nichols et al. 1998])
and the 2-bit Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) field (RFC 3168 [Ramakrishnan,
Floyd, and Black 2001]) replace the historical 8-bit type-of-service (TOS) field, which was
described in RFC 1349 [Almquist 1992]. We can set all 8 bits of this field with the IP_TOS
socket option (Section 7.6), although the kernel may overwrite any value we set to
enforce Diffserv policy or implement ECN.

The 16-bit total length  field is the total length in bytes of the IP datagram, including the
IPv4 header. The amount of data in the datagram is this field minus 4 times the header
length (recall that the header length is in units of whole 32-bit words, or 4 bytes). This
field is required because some datalinks pad the frame to some minimum length (e.g.,
Ethernet) and it is possible for the size of a valid IP datagram to be less than the datalink
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A.2 IPv4 Header
The IP layer provides a connectionless best-effort datagram delivery service (RFC 791 [Postel
1981a]). IP makes its best effort to deliver an IP datagram to the specified destination, but
there is no guarantee that the datagram will arrive, will arrive in order relative to other
packets, or will arrive only once. Any desired reliability, ordering, and duplicate suppression
must be added by the upper layers. In the case of a TCP or SCTP application, this is performed
by the transport layer. In the case of a UDP application, this must be done by the application
since UDP is unreliable; we show an example of this in Section 22.5.

One of the most important functions of the IP layer is routing. Every IP datagram contains a
source and destination address. Figure A.1 shows the format of an IPv4 header.

Figure A.1. Format of the IPv4 header.

The 4-bit version field is 4. This has been the version of IP in use since the early 1980s.

The header length field is the length of the entire IP header, including any options, in
whole 32-bit words. The maximum value for this 4-bit field is 15 (0xf), giving a maximum
IP header length of 60 bytes. Therefore, with the fixed portion of the header occupying 20
bytes, this allows for up to 40 bytes of options.

The 6-bit Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field (RFC 2474 [Nichols et al. 1998])
and the 2-bit Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) field (RFC 3168 [Ramakrishnan,
Floyd, and Black 2001]) replace the historical 8-bit type-of-service (TOS) field, which was
described in RFC 1349 [Almquist 1992]. We can set all 8 bits of this field with the IP_TOS
socket option (Section 7.6), although the kernel may overwrite any value we set to
enforce Diffserv policy or implement ECN.

The 16-bit total length  field is the total length in bytes of the IP datagram, including the
IPv4 header. The amount of data in the datagram is this field minus 4 times the header
length (recall that the header length is in units of whole 32-bit words, or 4 bytes). This
field is required because some datalinks pad the frame to some minimum length (e.g.,
Ethernet) and it is possible for the size of a valid IP datagram to be less than the datalink
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A.2 IPv4 Header
The IP layer provides a connectionless best-effort datagram delivery service (RFC 791 [Postel
1981a]). IP makes its best effort to deliver an IP datagram to the specified destination, but
there is no guarantee that the datagram will arrive, will arrive in order relative to other
packets, or will arrive only once. Any desired reliability, ordering, and duplicate suppression
must be added by the upper layers. In the case of a TCP or SCTP application, this is performed
by the transport layer. In the case of a UDP application, this must be done by the application
since UDP is unreliable; we show an example of this in Section 22.5.

One of the most important functions of the IP layer is routing. Every IP datagram contains a
source and destination address. Figure A.1 shows the format of an IPv4 header.

Figure A.1. Format of the IPv4 header.

The 4-bit version field is 4. This has been the version of IP in use since the early 1980s.

The header length field is the length of the entire IP header, including any options, in
whole 32-bit words. The maximum value for this 4-bit field is 15 (0xf), giving a maximum
IP header length of 60 bytes. Therefore, with the fixed portion of the header occupying 20
bytes, this allows for up to 40 bytes of options.

The 6-bit Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field (RFC 2474 [Nichols et al. 1998])
and the 2-bit Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) field (RFC 3168 [Ramakrishnan,
Floyd, and Black 2001]) replace the historical 8-bit type-of-service (TOS) field, which was
described in RFC 1349 [Almquist 1992]. We can set all 8 bits of this field with the IP_TOS
socket option (Section 7.6), although the kernel may overwrite any value we set to
enforce Diffserv policy or implement ECN.

The 16-bit total length  field is the total length in bytes of the IP datagram, including the
IPv4 header. The amount of data in the datagram is this field minus 4 times the header
length (recall that the header length is in units of whole 32-bit words, or 4 bytes). This
field is required because some datalinks pad the frame to some minimum length (e.g.,
Ethernet) and it is possible for the size of a valid IP datagram to be less than the datalink
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A.2 IPv4 Header
The IP layer provides a connectionless best-effort datagram delivery service (RFC 791 [Postel
1981a]). IP makes its best effort to deliver an IP datagram to the specified destination, but
there is no guarantee that the datagram will arrive, will arrive in order relative to other
packets, or will arrive only once. Any desired reliability, ordering, and duplicate suppression
must be added by the upper layers. In the case of a TCP or SCTP application, this is performed
by the transport layer. In the case of a UDP application, this must be done by the application
since UDP is unreliable; we show an example of this in Section 22.5.

One of the most important functions of the IP layer is routing. Every IP datagram contains a
source and destination address. Figure A.1 shows the format of an IPv4 header.

Figure A.1. Format of the IPv4 header.

The 4-bit version field is 4. This has been the version of IP in use since the early 1980s.

The header length field is the length of the entire IP header, including any options, in
whole 32-bit words. The maximum value for this 4-bit field is 15 (0xf), giving a maximum
IP header length of 60 bytes. Therefore, with the fixed portion of the header occupying 20
bytes, this allows for up to 40 bytes of options.

The 6-bit Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field (RFC 2474 [Nichols et al. 1998])
and the 2-bit Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) field (RFC 3168 [Ramakrishnan,
Floyd, and Black 2001]) replace the historical 8-bit type-of-service (TOS) field, which was
described in RFC 1349 [Almquist 1992]. We can set all 8 bits of this field with the IP_TOS
socket option (Section 7.6), although the kernel may overwrite any value we set to
enforce Diffserv policy or implement ECN.

The 16-bit total length  field is the total length in bytes of the IP datagram, including the
IPv4 header. The amount of data in the datagram is this field minus 4 times the header
length (recall that the header length is in units of whole 32-bit words, or 4 bytes). This
field is required because some datalinks pad the frame to some minimum length (e.g.,
Ethernet) and it is possible for the size of a valid IP datagram to be less than the datalink
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A.2 IPv4 Header
The IP layer provides a connectionless best-effort datagram delivery service (RFC 791 [Postel
1981a]). IP makes its best effort to deliver an IP datagram to the specified destination, but
there is no guarantee that the datagram will arrive, will arrive in order relative to other
packets, or will arrive only once. Any desired reliability, ordering, and duplicate suppression
must be added by the upper layers. In the case of a TCP or SCTP application, this is performed
by the transport layer. In the case of a UDP application, this must be done by the application
since UDP is unreliable; we show an example of this in Section 22.5.

One of the most important functions of the IP layer is routing. Every IP datagram contains a
source and destination address. Figure A.1 shows the format of an IPv4 header.

Figure A.1. Format of the IPv4 header.

The 4-bit version field is 4. This has been the version of IP in use since the early 1980s.

The header length field is the length of the entire IP header, including any options, in
whole 32-bit words. The maximum value for this 4-bit field is 15 (0xf), giving a maximum
IP header length of 60 bytes. Therefore, with the fixed portion of the header occupying 20
bytes, this allows for up to 40 bytes of options.

The 6-bit Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field (RFC 2474 [Nichols et al. 1998])
and the 2-bit Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) field (RFC 3168 [Ramakrishnan,
Floyd, and Black 2001]) replace the historical 8-bit type-of-service (TOS) field, which was
described in RFC 1349 [Almquist 1992]. We can set all 8 bits of this field with the IP_TOS
socket option (Section 7.6), although the kernel may overwrite any value we set to
enforce Diffserv policy or implement ECN.

The 16-bit total length  field is the total length in bytes of the IP datagram, including the
IPv4 header. The amount of data in the datagram is this field minus 4 times the header
length (recall that the header length is in units of whole 32-bit words, or 4 bytes). This
field is required because some datalinks pad the frame to some minimum length (e.g.,
Ethernet) and it is possible for the size of a valid IP datagram to be less than the datalink
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A.2 IPv4 Header
The IP layer provides a connectionless best-effort datagram delivery service (RFC 791 [Postel
1981a]). IP makes its best effort to deliver an IP datagram to the specified destination, but
there is no guarantee that the datagram will arrive, will arrive in order relative to other
packets, or will arrive only once. Any desired reliability, ordering, and duplicate suppression
must be added by the upper layers. In the case of a TCP or SCTP application, this is performed
by the transport layer. In the case of a UDP application, this must be done by the application
since UDP is unreliable; we show an example of this in Section 22.5.

One of the most important functions of the IP layer is routing. Every IP datagram contains a
source and destination address. Figure A.1 shows the format of an IPv4 header.

Figure A.1. Format of the IPv4 header.

The 4-bit version field is 4. This has been the version of IP in use since the early 1980s.

The header length field is the length of the entire IP header, including any options, in
whole 32-bit words. The maximum value for this 4-bit field is 15 (0xf), giving a maximum
IP header length of 60 bytes. Therefore, with the fixed portion of the header occupying 20
bytes, this allows for up to 40 bytes of options.

The 6-bit Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field (RFC 2474 [Nichols et al. 1998])
and the 2-bit Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) field (RFC 3168 [Ramakrishnan,
Floyd, and Black 2001]) replace the historical 8-bit type-of-service (TOS) field, which was
described in RFC 1349 [Almquist 1992]. We can set all 8 bits of this field with the IP_TOS
socket option (Section 7.6), although the kernel may overwrite any value we set to
enforce Diffserv policy or implement ECN.

The 16-bit total length  field is the total length in bytes of the IP datagram, including the
IPv4 header. The amount of data in the datagram is this field minus 4 times the header
length (recall that the header length is in units of whole 32-bit words, or 4 bytes). This
field is required because some datalinks pad the frame to some minimum length (e.g.,
Ethernet) and it is possible for the size of a valid IP datagram to be less than the datalink
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A.2 IPv4 Header
The IP layer provides a connectionless best-effort datagram delivery service (RFC 791 [Postel
1981a]). IP makes its best effort to deliver an IP datagram to the specified destination, but
there is no guarantee that the datagram will arrive, will arrive in order relative to other
packets, or will arrive only once. Any desired reliability, ordering, and duplicate suppression
must be added by the upper layers. In the case of a TCP or SCTP application, this is performed
by the transport layer. In the case of a UDP application, this must be done by the application
since UDP is unreliable; we show an example of this in Section 22.5.

One of the most important functions of the IP layer is routing. Every IP datagram contains a
source and destination address. Figure A.1 shows the format of an IPv4 header.

Figure A.1. Format of the IPv4 header.

The 4-bit version field is 4. This has been the version of IP in use since the early 1980s.

The header length field is the length of the entire IP header, including any options, in
whole 32-bit words. The maximum value for this 4-bit field is 15 (0xf), giving a maximum
IP header length of 60 bytes. Therefore, with the fixed portion of the header occupying 20
bytes, this allows for up to 40 bytes of options.

The 6-bit Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field (RFC 2474 [Nichols et al. 1998])
and the 2-bit Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) field (RFC 3168 [Ramakrishnan,
Floyd, and Black 2001]) replace the historical 8-bit type-of-service (TOS) field, which was
described in RFC 1349 [Almquist 1992]. We can set all 8 bits of this field with the IP_TOS
socket option (Section 7.6), although the kernel may overwrite any value we set to
enforce Diffserv policy or implement ECN.

The 16-bit total length  field is the total length in bytes of the IP datagram, including the
IPv4 header. The amount of data in the datagram is this field minus 4 times the header
length (recall that the header length is in units of whole 32-bit words, or 4 bytes). This
field is required because some datalinks pad the frame to some minimum length (e.g.,
Ethernet) and it is possible for the size of a valid IP datagram to be less than the datalink
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A.2 IPv4 Header
The IP layer provides a connectionless best-effort datagram delivery service (RFC 791 [Postel
1981a]). IP makes its best effort to deliver an IP datagram to the specified destination, but
there is no guarantee that the datagram will arrive, will arrive in order relative to other
packets, or will arrive only once. Any desired reliability, ordering, and duplicate suppression
must be added by the upper layers. In the case of a TCP or SCTP application, this is performed
by the transport layer. In the case of a UDP application, this must be done by the application
since UDP is unreliable; we show an example of this in Section 22.5.

One of the most important functions of the IP layer is routing. Every IP datagram contains a
source and destination address. Figure A.1 shows the format of an IPv4 header.

Figure A.1. Format of the IPv4 header.

The 4-bit version field is 4. This has been the version of IP in use since the early 1980s.

The header length field is the length of the entire IP header, including any options, in
whole 32-bit words. The maximum value for this 4-bit field is 15 (0xf), giving a maximum
IP header length of 60 bytes. Therefore, with the fixed portion of the header occupying 20
bytes, this allows for up to 40 bytes of options.

The 6-bit Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field (RFC 2474 [Nichols et al. 1998])
and the 2-bit Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) field (RFC 3168 [Ramakrishnan,
Floyd, and Black 2001]) replace the historical 8-bit type-of-service (TOS) field, which was
described in RFC 1349 [Almquist 1992]. We can set all 8 bits of this field with the IP_TOS
socket option (Section 7.6), although the kernel may overwrite any value we set to
enforce Diffserv policy or implement ECN.

The 16-bit total length  field is the total length in bytes of the IP datagram, including the
IPv4 header. The amount of data in the datagram is this field minus 4 times the header
length (recall that the header length is in units of whole 32-bit words, or 4 bytes). This
field is required because some datalinks pad the frame to some minimum length (e.g.,
Ethernet) and it is possible for the size of a valid IP datagram to be less than the datalink
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A.2 IPv4 Header
The IP layer provides a connectionless best-effort datagram delivery service (RFC 791 [Postel
1981a]). IP makes its best effort to deliver an IP datagram to the specified destination, but
there is no guarantee that the datagram will arrive, will arrive in order relative to other
packets, or will arrive only once. Any desired reliability, ordering, and duplicate suppression
must be added by the upper layers. In the case of a TCP or SCTP application, this is performed
by the transport layer. In the case of a UDP application, this must be done by the application
since UDP is unreliable; we show an example of this in Section 22.5.

One of the most important functions of the IP layer is routing. Every IP datagram contains a
source and destination address. Figure A.1 shows the format of an IPv4 header.

Figure A.1. Format of the IPv4 header.

The 4-bit version field is 4. This has been the version of IP in use since the early 1980s.

The header length field is the length of the entire IP header, including any options, in
whole 32-bit words. The maximum value for this 4-bit field is 15 (0xf), giving a maximum
IP header length of 60 bytes. Therefore, with the fixed portion of the header occupying 20
bytes, this allows for up to 40 bytes of options.

The 6-bit Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field (RFC 2474 [Nichols et al. 1998])
and the 2-bit Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) field (RFC 3168 [Ramakrishnan,
Floyd, and Black 2001]) replace the historical 8-bit type-of-service (TOS) field, which was
described in RFC 1349 [Almquist 1992]. We can set all 8 bits of this field with the IP_TOS
socket option (Section 7.6), although the kernel may overwrite any value we set to
enforce Diffserv policy or implement ECN.

The 16-bit total length  field is the total length in bytes of the IP datagram, including the
IPv4 header. The amount of data in the datagram is this field minus 4 times the header
length (recall that the header length is in units of whole 32-bit words, or 4 bytes). This
field is required because some datalinks pad the frame to some minimum length (e.g.,
Ethernet) and it is possible for the size of a valid IP datagram to be less than the datalink
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A.2 IPv4 Header
The IP layer provides a connectionless best-effort datagram delivery service (RFC 791 [Postel
1981a]). IP makes its best effort to deliver an IP datagram to the specified destination, but
there is no guarantee that the datagram will arrive, will arrive in order relative to other
packets, or will arrive only once. Any desired reliability, ordering, and duplicate suppression
must be added by the upper layers. In the case of a TCP or SCTP application, this is performed
by the transport layer. In the case of a UDP application, this must be done by the application
since UDP is unreliable; we show an example of this in Section 22.5.

One of the most important functions of the IP layer is routing. Every IP datagram contains a
source and destination address. Figure A.1 shows the format of an IPv4 header.

Figure A.1. Format of the IPv4 header.

The 4-bit version field is 4. This has been the version of IP in use since the early 1980s.

The header length field is the length of the entire IP header, including any options, in
whole 32-bit words. The maximum value for this 4-bit field is 15 (0xf), giving a maximum
IP header length of 60 bytes. Therefore, with the fixed portion of the header occupying 20
bytes, this allows for up to 40 bytes of options.

The 6-bit Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field (RFC 2474 [Nichols et al. 1998])
and the 2-bit Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) field (RFC 3168 [Ramakrishnan,
Floyd, and Black 2001]) replace the historical 8-bit type-of-service (TOS) field, which was
described in RFC 1349 [Almquist 1992]. We can set all 8 bits of this field with the IP_TOS
socket option (Section 7.6), although the kernel may overwrite any value we set to
enforce Diffserv policy or implement ECN.

The 16-bit total length  field is the total length in bytes of the IP datagram, including the
IPv4 header. The amount of data in the datagram is this field minus 4 times the header
length (recall that the header length is in units of whole 32-bit words, or 4 bytes). This
field is required because some datalinks pad the frame to some minimum length (e.g.,
Ethernet) and it is possible for the size of a valid IP datagram to be less than the datalink
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A.2 IPv4 Header
The IP layer provides a connectionless best-effort datagram delivery service (RFC 791 [Postel
1981a]). IP makes its best effort to deliver an IP datagram to the specified destination, but
there is no guarantee that the datagram will arrive, will arrive in order relative to other
packets, or will arrive only once. Any desired reliability, ordering, and duplicate suppression
must be added by the upper layers. In the case of a TCP or SCTP application, this is performed
by the transport layer. In the case of a UDP application, this must be done by the application
since UDP is unreliable; we show an example of this in Section 22.5.

One of the most important functions of the IP layer is routing. Every IP datagram contains a
source and destination address. Figure A.1 shows the format of an IPv4 header.

Figure A.1. Format of the IPv4 header.

The 4-bit version field is 4. This has been the version of IP in use since the early 1980s.

The header length field is the length of the entire IP header, including any options, in
whole 32-bit words. The maximum value for this 4-bit field is 15 (0xf), giving a maximum
IP header length of 60 bytes. Therefore, with the fixed portion of the header occupying 20
bytes, this allows for up to 40 bytes of options.

The 6-bit Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field (RFC 2474 [Nichols et al. 1998])
and the 2-bit Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) field (RFC 3168 [Ramakrishnan,
Floyd, and Black 2001]) replace the historical 8-bit type-of-service (TOS) field, which was
described in RFC 1349 [Almquist 1992]. We can set all 8 bits of this field with the IP_TOS
socket option (Section 7.6), although the kernel may overwrite any value we set to
enforce Diffserv policy or implement ECN.

The 16-bit total length  field is the total length in bytes of the IP datagram, including the
IPv4 header. The amount of data in the datagram is this field minus 4 times the header
length (recall that the header length is in units of whole 32-bit words, or 4 bytes). This
field is required because some datalinks pad the frame to some minimum length (e.g.,
Ethernet) and it is possible for the size of a valid IP datagram to be less than the datalink
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A.2 IPv4 Header
The IP layer provides a connectionless best-effort datagram delivery service (RFC 791 [Postel
1981a]). IP makes its best effort to deliver an IP datagram to the specified destination, but
there is no guarantee that the datagram will arrive, will arrive in order relative to other
packets, or will arrive only once. Any desired reliability, ordering, and duplicate suppression
must be added by the upper layers. In the case of a TCP or SCTP application, this is performed
by the transport layer. In the case of a UDP application, this must be done by the application
since UDP is unreliable; we show an example of this in Section 22.5.

One of the most important functions of the IP layer is routing. Every IP datagram contains a
source and destination address. Figure A.1 shows the format of an IPv4 header.

Figure A.1. Format of the IPv4 header.

The 4-bit version field is 4. This has been the version of IP in use since the early 1980s.

The header length field is the length of the entire IP header, including any options, in
whole 32-bit words. The maximum value for this 4-bit field is 15 (0xf), giving a maximum
IP header length of 60 bytes. Therefore, with the fixed portion of the header occupying 20
bytes, this allows for up to 40 bytes of options.

The 6-bit Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field (RFC 2474 [Nichols et al. 1998])
and the 2-bit Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) field (RFC 3168 [Ramakrishnan,
Floyd, and Black 2001]) replace the historical 8-bit type-of-service (TOS) field, which was
described in RFC 1349 [Almquist 1992]. We can set all 8 bits of this field with the IP_TOS
socket option (Section 7.6), although the kernel may overwrite any value we set to
enforce Diffserv policy or implement ECN.

The 16-bit total length  field is the total length in bytes of the IP datagram, including the
IPv4 header. The amount of data in the datagram is this field minus 4 times the header
length (recall that the header length is in units of whole 32-bit words, or 4 bytes). This
field is required because some datalinks pad the frame to some minimum length (e.g.,
Ethernet) and it is possible for the size of a valid IP datagram to be less than the datalink
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A.2 IPv4 Header
The IP layer provides a connectionless best-effort datagram delivery service (RFC 791 [Postel
1981a]). IP makes its best effort to deliver an IP datagram to the specified destination, but
there is no guarantee that the datagram will arrive, will arrive in order relative to other
packets, or will arrive only once. Any desired reliability, ordering, and duplicate suppression
must be added by the upper layers. In the case of a TCP or SCTP application, this is performed
by the transport layer. In the case of a UDP application, this must be done by the application
since UDP is unreliable; we show an example of this in Section 22.5.

One of the most important functions of the IP layer is routing. Every IP datagram contains a
source and destination address. Figure A.1 shows the format of an IPv4 header.

Figure A.1. Format of the IPv4 header.

The 4-bit version field is 4. This has been the version of IP in use since the early 1980s.

The header length field is the length of the entire IP header, including any options, in
whole 32-bit words. The maximum value for this 4-bit field is 15 (0xf), giving a maximum
IP header length of 60 bytes. Therefore, with the fixed portion of the header occupying 20
bytes, this allows for up to 40 bytes of options.

The 6-bit Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field (RFC 2474 [Nichols et al. 1998])
and the 2-bit Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) field (RFC 3168 [Ramakrishnan,
Floyd, and Black 2001]) replace the historical 8-bit type-of-service (TOS) field, which was
described in RFC 1349 [Almquist 1992]. We can set all 8 bits of this field with the IP_TOS
socket option (Section 7.6), although the kernel may overwrite any value we set to
enforce Diffserv policy or implement ECN.

The 16-bit total length  field is the total length in bytes of the IP datagram, including the
IPv4 header. The amount of data in the datagram is this field minus 4 times the header
length (recall that the header length is in units of whole 32-bit words, or 4 bytes). This
field is required because some datalinks pad the frame to some minimum length (e.g.,
Ethernet) and it is possible for the size of a valid IP datagram to be less than the datalink
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A.3 IPv6 Header
Figure A.2 shows the format of an IPv6 header (RFC 2460 [Deering and Hinden 1998]).

Figure A.2. Format of the IPv6 header.

The 4-bit version field is 6. Since this field occupies the first 4 bits of the first byte of the
header (just like the IPv4 version, Figure A.1), it allows a receiving IP stack to
differentiate between the two versions. This differentiation is already done by most link
layers by using different encapsulation for IPv4 and IPv6.

During the development of IPv6 in the early 1990s, before the version number of 6 was
assigned, the protocol was called IPng, for "IP next generation." You may still encounter
references to IPng.

The 6-bit DSCP field (RFC 2474 [Nichols et al. 1998]) and the 2-bit ECN field (RFC 3168
[Ramakrishnan, Floyd, and Black 2001]) replace the historical 8-bit traffic class field,
which was described in RFC 2460. We can set all 8 bits of this field with the IPV6_TCLASS
socket option (Section 22.8), although the kernel may overwrite any value we set to
enforce Diffserv policy or implement ECN.

The 20-bit flow label field can be chosen by the application or kernel for a given socket. A
flow is a sequence of packets from a particular source to a particular destination for which
the source desires special handling by intervening routers. For a given flow, once the flow
label is chosen by the source, it does not change. A flow label of 0 (the default) identifies
packets that do not belong to a flow. The flow label does not change while flowing
through the network. [Rajahalme et al. 2003] describes the usage of the flow label more
completely.

The interface for the flow label is yet to be completely defined. The sin6_flowinfo

/usr/include/netinet/ip6.h
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A.6 Internet Control Message Protocols (ICMPv4 and
ICMPv6)
ICMP is a required and integral part of any IPv4 or IPv6 implementation. ICMP is normally used
to communicate error or informational messages between IP nodes, both routers and hosts,
but it is occasionally used by applications. The ping and traceroute applications (Chapter 28),
for example, both use ICMP.

The first 32 bits of both ICMPv4 and ICMPv6 messages are the same and are shown in Figure
A.14. RFC 792 [Postel 1981b] documents ICMPv4 and RFC 2463 [Conta and Deering 1998]
documents ICMPv6.

Figure A.14. Format of ICMPv4 and ICMPv6 messages.

The 8-bit type is the type of the ICMPv4 or ICMPv6 message and some types have an 8-bit
code with additional information. The checksum is the standard Internet checksum, although in
ICMPv4, the checksum covers only the ICMP payload starting with the type field, while the
ICMPv6 checksum also includes the IPv6 pseudoheader.

From a network programming perspective, we need to understand which ICMP messages can
be returned to an application, what causes an error, and how an error is returned to the
application. Figure A.15 lists all the ICMPv4 messages and how they are handled by FreeBSD.
Figure A.16 lists the ICMPv6 messages. The third column indicates the errno value returned by
those messages that trigger an error to be returned to the application. When using TCP, the
error is noted but is not immediately returned. If TCP later gives up on the connection due to a
timeout, any ICMP error indication is then returned. When using UDP, the next send or receive
operation receives the error, but only when using a connected socket, as described in Section
8.9.

Figure A.15. Handling of the ICMP message types by FreeBSD.

/usr/include/netinet/ip_icmp.h



/usr/include/netinet/udp.h
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> TCP: Propriedades
•Reliable – TCP manages message 

acknowledgment, retransmission and 
timeout. Multiple attempts to deliver the 
message are made. If it gets lost along 
the way, the server will re-request the 
lost part. In TCP, there's either no 
missing data, or, in case of multiple 
timeouts, the connection is dropped. 

• Ordered – If two messages are sent over a 
connection in sequence, the first message 
will reach the receiving application 
first. When data segments arrive in the 
wrong order, TCP buffers delay the out-
of-order data until all data can be 
properly re-ordered and delivered to the 
application. 

• Heavyweight – TCP requires three packets 
to set up a socket connection, before any 
user data can be sent. TCP handles 
reliability and congestion control. 

• Streaming – Data is read as a byte 
stream, no distinguishing indications are 
transmitted to signal message (segment) 
boundaries.



> UDP: Propriedades
•Unreliable – When a UDP message is sent, 

it cannot be known if it will reach its 
destination; it could get lost along the 
way. There is no concept of 
acknowledgment, retransmission, or 
timeout. 

• Not ordered – If two messages are sent to 
the same recipient, the order in which 
they arrive cannot be predicted. 

• Lightweight – There is no ordering of 
messages, no tracking connections, etc. 
It is a small transport layer designed on 
top of IP. 

• Datagrams – Packets are sent individually 
and are checked for integrity only if 
they arrive. Packets have definite 
boundaries which are honored upon 
receipt, meaning a read operation at the 
receiver socket will yield an entire 
message as it was originally sent. 

• No congestion control – UDP itself does 
not avoid congestion, unless they 
implement congestion control measures at 
the application level. 

• Broadcasts - being connectionless, UDP 
can broadcast - sent packets can be 
addressed to be receivable by all devices 
on the subnet.
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TCP Connection Setup

Synchronize (SYN) J

SYN K, 

acknowledge (ACK) J+1

ACK K+1

client server

socket
socket

connect
bind

listen

accept

connect completes

connection added to 
incomplete queue

connection moved 
to complete queue

> Estados do TCP - 3-way handshake

blocks
active open passive open, accept (blocks)

returnsread (blocks)
unpv13e/intro/{daytimetcpcliv6.c, daytimetcpsrv.c} hacking-the_art_of_exploitation_2nd_ed-code/simple_server.c



> Estados do TCP - fechando conexão
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One application calls close first, and we say that this end performs the active close. This
end's TCP sends a FIN segment, which means it is finished sending data.

1.

The other end that receives the FIN performs the passive close. The received FIN is
acknowledged by TCP. The receipt of the FIN is also passed to the application as an end-
of-file (after any data that may have already been queued for the application to receive),
since the receipt of the FIN means the application will not receive any additional data on
the connection.

2.

Sometime later, the application that received the end-of-file will close its socket. This
causes its TCP to send a FIN.

3.

The TCP on the system that receives this final FIN (the end that did the active close)
acknowledges the FIN.

4.

Since a FIN and an ACK are required in each direction, four segments are normally required.
We use the qualifier "normally" because in some scenarios, the FIN in Step 1 is sent with data.
Also, the segments in Steps 2 and 3 are both from the end performing the passive close and
could be combined into one segment. We show these packets in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3. Packets exchanged when a TCP connection is closed.

A FIN occupies one byte of sequence number space just like a SYN. Therefore, the ACK of each
FIN is the sequence number of the FIN plus one.

Between Steps 2 and 3 it is possible for data to flow from the end doing the passive close to
the end doing the active close. This is called a half-close and we will talk about this in detail
with the shutdown function in Section 6.6.

The sending of each FIN occurs when a socket is closed. We indicated that the application calls
close for this to happen, but realize that when a Unix process terminates, either voluntarily
(calling exit or having the main function return) or involuntarily (receiving a signal that
terminates the process), all open descriptors are closed, which will also cause a FIN to be sent
on any TCP connection that is still open.

Although we show the client in Figure 2.3 performing the active close, either end—the client or
the server—can perform the active close. Often the client performs the active close, but with
some protocols (notably HTTP/1.0), the server performs the active close.

TCP State Transition Diagram

The operation of TCP with regard to connection establishment and connection termination can

unpv13e/intro/{daytimetcpcliv6.c, daytimetcpsrv.c} hacking-the_art_of_exploitation_2nd_ed-code/simple_server.c
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be specified with a state transition diagram. We show this in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4. TCP state transition diagram.

There are 11 different states defined for a connection and the rules of TCP dictate the
transitions from one state to another, based on the current state and the segment received in
that state. For example, if an application performs an active open in the CLOSED state, TCP
sends a SYN and the new state is SYN_SENT. If TCP next receives a SYN with an ACK, it sends
an ACK and the new state is ESTABLISHED. This final state is where most data transfer occurs.

The two arrows leading from the ESTABLISHED state deal with the termination of a connection.
If an application calls close before receiving a FIN (an active close), the transition is to the
FIN_WAIT_1 state. But if an application receives a FIN while in the ESTABLISHED state (a
passive close), the transition is to the CLOSE_WAIT state.

We denote the normal client transitions with a darker solid line and the normal server
transitions with a darker dashed line. We also note that there are two transitions that we have
not talked about: a simultaneous open (when both ends send SYNs at about the same time
and the SYNs cross in the network) and a simultaneous close (when both ends send FINs at
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be specified with a state transition diagram. We show this in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4. TCP state transition diagram.

There are 11 different states defined for a connection and the rules of TCP dictate the
transitions from one state to another, based on the current state and the segment received in
that state. For example, if an application performs an active open in the CLOSED state, TCP
sends a SYN and the new state is SYN_SENT. If TCP next receives a SYN with an ACK, it sends
an ACK and the new state is ESTABLISHED. This final state is where most data transfer occurs.

The two arrows leading from the ESTABLISHED state deal with the termination of a connection.
If an application calls close before receiving a FIN (an active close), the transition is to the
FIN_WAIT_1 state. But if an application receives a FIN while in the ESTABLISHED state (a
passive close), the transition is to the CLOSE_WAIT state.

We denote the normal client transitions with a darker solid line and the normal server
transitions with a darker dashed line. We also note that there are two transitions that we have
not talked about: a simultaneous open (when both ends send SYNs at about the same time
and the SYNs cross in the network) and a simultaneous close (when both ends send FINs at



• ver código do cliente e 
servidor do livro unp 

• piggybacking 

• MSS: maximum segment size 

• TIME_WAIT (1-4min) 

• Espera pacotes duplicados 
expirarem, antes de 
iniciar uma reincarnação 

• Permite finalização limpa 
(no caso de perda do 
último ACK)

> Troca de pacotes numa conexão TCP
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the same time). Chapter 18 of TCPv1 contains examples and a discussion of both scenarios,
which are possible but rare.

One reason for showing the state transition diagram is to show the 11 TCP states with their
names. These states are displayed by netstat, which is a useful tool when debugging
client/server applications. We will use netstat to monitor state changes in Chapter 5.

Watching the Packets

Figure 2.5 shows the actual packet exchange that takes place for a complete TCP connection:
the connection establishment, data transfer, and connection termination. We also show the
TCP states through which each endpoint passes.

Figure 2.5. Packet exchange for TCP connection.

The client in this example announces an MSS of 536 (indicating that it implements only the
minimum reassembly buffer size) and the server announces an MSS of 1,460 (typical for IPv4
on an Ethernet). It is okay for the MSS to be different in each direction (see Exercise 2.5).

Once a connection is established, the client forms a request and sends it to the server. We
assume this request fits into a single TCP segment (i.e., less than 1,460 bytes given the
server's announced MSS). The server processes the request and sends a reply, and we assume
that the reply fits in a single segment (less than 536 in this example). We show both data
segments as bolder arrows. Notice that the acknowledgment of the client's request is sent with
the server's reply. This is called piggybacking and will normally happen when the time it takes
the server to process the request and generate the reply is less than around 200 ms. If the
server takes longer, say one second, we would see the acknowledgment followed later by the
reply. (The dynamics of TCP data flow are covered in detail in Chapters 19 and 20 of TCPv1.)

We then show the four segments that terminate the connection. Notice that the end that
performs the active close (the client in this scenario) enters the TIME_WAIT state. We will
discuss this in the next section.
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> Bit fields
•CWR — Congestion Window Reduced 
— outro lado reduziu taxa de 
envio 

•ECE — ECN Echo — outro lado 
recebeu uma notificação de 
congestão anterior 

•URG — Urgent — Urgent Pointer 
valido — pouco usado 

•ACK — Acknowledgement — sempre 
ligado depois de estabelecida a 
conexão 

•PSH — Push — recipiente deve 
entregar os dados o mais rápido 
possível — pouco usado 

•RST — Reset the connection 

•SYN — Syncrhonize sequence 
numbers to initiate a connection 

•FIN — The sender is finished 
sending data

/usr/include/netinet/tcp.h
TCP/IP Illustrated cap 12
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/usr/include/netinet/tcp.h
TCP/IP Illustrated cap 12



> Flow control
•Número de bytes que o 
recipiente está 
disposto a receber de 
uma vez 

•“Advertised Window” 

•Espaço disponível no 
receive buffer

/usr/include/netinet/tcp.h
TCP/IP Illustrated cap 12



unpv13e/names/{daytimeudpcli1.c,daytimeudpsrv2.c}



> SCTP - Motivation
•TCP provides both reliable data transfer and 
strict order-of-transmission delivery of 
data. Some applications need reliable 
transfer without sequence maintenance, while 
others would be satisfied with partial 
ordering of the data. In both of these cases, 
the head-of-line blocking offered by TCP 
causes unnecessary delay. 

•Usado pelas telecoms e criado para substituir 
uma rede fechada SS7 (signaling system no. 7) 

•Deve ficar mais popular com IPv6 sem o NAT 
(roteadores têm suporte muito ruim ao SCTP) 

•Used mostly in telecom and everytime you send 
SMS, start surfing the net on your mobile or 
make phone calls, you're often triggering 
messages that flow over SCTP (SIGTRAN/SS7 
with GSM/UMTS, Diameter with LTE/IMS/RCS, 
S1AP/X2AP with LTE), so you actually use it a 
lot but you never know about it ;-) 

•used in specialized applications in 
controlled environments, datacenters, etc, 
but rarely seen in the wild. 

•The stream-oriented nature of TCP is often an 
inconvenience. Applications must add their 
own record marking to delineate their 
messages, and must make explicit use of the 
push facility to ensure that a complete 
message is transferred in a reasonable time. 

•The limited scope of TCP sockets complicates 
the task of providing highly-available data 
transfer capability using multi-homed hosts. 

•TCP is relatively vulnerable to denial-of-
service attacks, such as SYN attacks.
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2.13 Protocol Usage by Common Internet Applications
Figure 2.19 summarizes the protocol usage of various common Internet applications.

Figure 2.19. Protocol usage of various common Internet
applications.

The first two applications, ping and traceroute, are diagnostic applications that use ICMP.
traceroute builds its own UDP packets to send and reads ICMP replies.

The three popular routing protocols demonstrate the variety of transport protocols used by
routing protocols. OSPF uses IP directly, employing a raw socket, while RIP uses UDP and BGP
uses TCP.

The next five are UDP-based applications, followed by seven TCP applications and four that use
both UDP and TCP. The final five are IP telephony applications that use SCTP exclusively or
optionally UDP, TCP, or SCTP.

[ Team LiB ]  



> TCP x UDP x SCTP



> Pacote SCTP

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCTP_packet_structure



> Chunk DATA SCTP

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCTP_packet_structure



> Chunk INIT

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCTP_packet_structure
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2.8 SCTP Association Establishment and Termination
SCTP is connection-oriented like TCP, so it also has association establishment and termination
handshakes. However, SCTP's handshakes are different than TCP's, so we describe them here.

Four-Way Handshake

The following scenario, similar to TCP, occurs when an SCTP association is established:

The server must be prepared to accept an incoming association. This preparation is
normally done by calling socket, bind, and listen and is called a passive open.

1.

The client issues an active open by calling connect or by sending a message, which
implicitly opens the association. This causes the client SCTP to send an INIT message
(which stands for "initialization") to tell the server the client's list of IP addresses, initial
sequence number, initiation tag to identify all packets in this association, number of
outbound streams the client is requesting, and number of inbound streams the client can
support.

2.

The server acknowledges the client's INIT message with an INIT-ACK message, which
contains the server's list of IP addresses, initial sequence number, initiation tag, number
of outbound streams the server is requesting, number of inbound streams the server can
support, and a state cookie. The state cookie contains all of the state that the server
needs to ensure that the association is valid, and is digitally signed to ensure its validity.

3.

The client echos the server's state cookie with a COOKIE-ECHO message. This message
may also contain user data bundled within the same packet.

4.

The server acknowledges that the cookie was correct and that the association was
established with a COOKIE-ACK message. This message may also contain user data
bundled within the same packet.

5.

The minimum number of packets required for this exchange is four; hence, this process is
called SCTP's four-way handshake. We show a picture of the four segments in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6. SCTP four-way handshake.

The SCTP four-way handshake is similar in many ways to TCP's three-way handshake, except

Ler sec 5.1.3-5.1.5 do RFC: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4960

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4960
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for the cookie generation, which is an integral part. The INIT carries with it (along with its
many parameters) a verification tag, Ta, and an initial sequence number, J. The tag Ta must
be present in every packet sent by the peer for the life of the association. The initial sequence
number J is used as the starting sequence number for DATA messages termed DATA chunks.
The peer also chooses a verification tag, Tz, which must be present in each of its packets for
the life of the association. Along with the verification tag and initial sequence number, K, the
receiver of the INIT also sends a cookie, C. The cookie contains all the state needed to set up
the SCTP association, so that the server's SCTP stack does not need to keep information about
the associating client. Further details on SCTP's association setup can be found in Chapter 4 of
[Stewart and Xie 2001].

At the conclusion of the four-way handshake, each side chooses a primary destination address.
The primary destination address is used as the default destination to which data will be sent in
the absence of network failure.

The four-way handshake is used in SCTP to avoid a form of denial-of-service attack we will
discuss in Section 4.5.

SCTP's four-way handshake using Cookies formalizes a method of protection against this
attack. Many TCP implementations use a similar method; the big difference is that in TCP,
the cookie state must be encoded into the initial sequence number, which is only 32 bits.
SCTP provides an arbitrary-length field, and requires cryptographic security to prevent
attacks.

Association Termination

Unlike TCP, SCTP does not permit a "half-closed" association. When one end shuts down an
association, the other end must stop sending new data. The receiver of the shutdown request
sends the data that was queued, if any, and then completes the shutdown. We show this
exchange in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7. Packets exchanged when an SCTP association is closed.

SCTP does not have a TIME_WAIT state like TCP, due to its use of verification tags. All chunks
are tagged with the tag exchanged in the INIT chunks; a chunk from an old connection will
arrive with an incorrect tag. Therefore, in lieu of keeping an entire connection in TIME_WAIT,
SCTP instead places verification tag values in TIME_WAIT.

SCTP State Transition Diagram

The operation of SCTP with regard to association establishment and termination can be
specified with a state transition diagram. We show this in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8. SCTP state transition diagram.

As in Figure 2.4, the transitions from one state to another in the state machine are dictated by
the rules of SCTP, based on the current state and the chunk received in that state. For
example, if an application performs an active open in the CLOSED state, SCTP sends an INIT
and the new state is COOKIE-WAIT. If SCTP next receives an INIT ACK, it sends a COOKIE
ECHO and the new state is COOKIE-ECHOED. If SCTP then receives a COOKIE ACK, it moves to
the ESTABLISHED state. This final state is where most data transfer occurs, although DATA
chunks can be piggybacked on COOKIE ECHO and COOKIE ACK chunks.

The two arrows leading from the ESTABLISHED state deal with the termination of an
association. If an application calls close before receiving a SHUTDOWN (an active close), the
transition is to the SHUTDOWN-PENDING state. However, if an application receives a
SHUTDOWN while in the ESTABLISHED state (a passive close), the transition is to the
SHUTDOWN-RECEIVED state.

Watching the Packets

Figure 2.9 shows the actual packet exchange that takes place for a sample SCTP association:
the association establishment, data transfer, and association termination. We also show the
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SCTP states through which each endpoint passes.

Figure 2.9. Packet exchange for SCTP association.

In this example, the client piggybacks its first data chunk on the COOKIE ECHO, and the server
replies with data on the COOKIE ACK. In general, the COOKIE ECHO will often have one or
more DATA chunks bundled with it when the application is using the one-to-many interface
style (we will discuss the one-to-one and one-to-many interface styles in Section 9.2).

The unit of information within an SCTP packet is a "chunk." A "chunk" is self-descriptive and
contains a chunk type, chunk flags, and a chunk length. This approach facilitates the bundling
of chunks simply by combining multiple chunks into an SCTP outbound packet (details on
chunk bundling and normal data transmission procedures can be found in Chapter 5 of
[Stewart and Xie 2001]).

SCTP Options

SCTP uses parameters and chunks to facilitate optional features. New features are defined by
adding either of these two items, and allowing normal SCTP processing rules to report
unknown parameters and unknown chunks. The upper two bits of both the parameter space
and the chunk space dictate what an SCTP receiver should do with an unknown parameter or
chunk (further details can be found in Section 3.1 of [Stewart and Xie 2001]).

Currently, two extensions for SCTP are under development:

The dynamic address extension, which allows cooperating SCTP endpoints to dynamically
add and remove IP addresses from an existing association.

1.

The partial reliability extension, which allows cooperating SCTP endpoints, under
application direction, to limit the retransmission of data. When a message becomes too
old to send (according to the application's direction), the message will be skipped and
thus no longer sent to the peer. This means that not all data is assured of arrival at the

2.



> Limites de tamanho
•IPv4: datagrama max 65535 

bytes, incluindo cabecalho 
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com MTU (maximum tramission 
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host-to-host 
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We note the following points from this figure:

Unix systems have the concept of a reserved port, which is any port less than 1024.
These ports can only be assigned to a socket by an appropriately privileged process. All
the IANA well-known ports are reserved ports; hence, the server allocating this port
(such as the FTP server) must have superuser privileges when it starts.

Historically, Berkeley-derived implementations (starting with 4.3BSD) have allocated
ephemeral ports in the range 1024–5000. This was fine in the early 1980s, but it is easy
today to find a host that can support more than 3977 connections at any given time.
Therefore, many newer systems allocate ephemeral ports differently to provide more
ephemeral ports, either using the IANA-defined ephemeral range or a larger range (e.g.,
Solaris as we show in Figure 2.10).

As it turns out, the upper limit of 5000 for the ephemeral ports, which many older
systems implement, was a typo [Borman 1997a]. The limit should have been
50,000.

There are a few clients (not servers) that require a reserved port as part of the
client/server authentication: the rlogin and rsh clients are common examples. These
clients call the library function rresvport to create a TCP socket and assign an unused
port in the range 513–1023 to the socket. This function normally tries to bind port 1023,
and if that fails, it tries to bind 1022, and so on, until it either succeeds or fails on port
513.

Notice that the BSD reserved ports and the rresvport function both overlap with
the upper half of the IANA well-known ports. This is because the IANA well-known
ports used to stop at 255. RFC 1340 (a previous "Assigned Numbers" RFC) in 1992
started assigning well-known ports between 256 and 1023. The previous "Assigned
Numbers" document, RFC 1060 in 1990, called ports 256–1023 the Unix Standard
Services. There are numerous Berkeley-derived servers that picked their well-known
ports in the 1980s starting at 512 (leaving 256–511 untouched). The rresvport
function chose to start at the top of the 512–1023 range and work down.

Socket Pair

The socket pair for a TCP connection is the four-tuple that defines the two endpoints of the
connection: the local IP address, local port, foreign IP address, and foreign port. A socket pair
uniquely identifies every TCP connection on a network. For SCTP, an association is identified by
a set of local IP addresses, a local port, a set of foreign IP addresses, and a foreign port. In its
simplest form, where neither endpoint is multihomed, this results in the same four-tuple socket
pair used with TCP. However, when either of the endpoints of an association are multihomed,
then multiple four-tuple sets (with different IP addresses but the same port numbers) may
identify the same association.

The two values that identify each endpoint, an IP address and a port number, are often called

•65535 portas (16bit) 

• bem-conhecidas: 0-1023 (reservadas/root) 

• registradas: 1024-49151 (re) 

• dinâmicas/privadas/efêmeras: 49152-65535 

•Maioria dos clientes usam qualquer porta efêmera 

•“Socket” = (IP, porta) 

•“Socket pair” = (Socket local, Socket remoto)

> Portas - aprofundamento

http://www.iana.org/assignments/service-names-port-numbers/service-names-port-numbers.xhtml
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2.10 TCP Port Numbers and Concurrent Servers
With a concurrent server, where the main server loop spawns a child to handle each new
connection, what happens if the child continues to use the well-known port number while
servicing a long request? Let's examine a typical sequence. First, the server is started on the
host freebsd, which is multihomed with IP addresses 12.106.32.254 and 192.168.42.1, and
the server does a passive open using its well-known port number (21, for this example). It is
now waiting for a client request, which we show in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11. TCP server with a passive open on port 21.

We use the notation {*:21, *:*} to indicate the server's socket pair. The server is waiting for
a connection request on any local interface (the first asterisk) on port 21. The foreign IP
address and foreign port are not specified and we denote them as *:*. We also call this a
listening socket.

We use a colon to separate the IP address from the port number because that is what
HTTP uses and is commonly seen elsewhere. The netstat program uses a period to
separate the IP address and port, but this is sometimes confusing because decimal points
are used in both domain names (freebsd.unpbook.com.21) and in IPv4 dotted-decimal
notation (12.106.32.254.21).

When we specify the local IP address as an asterisk, it is called the wildcard character. If the
host on which the server is running is multihomed (as in this example), the server can specify
that it wants only to accept incoming connections that arrive destined to one specific local
interface. This is a one-or-any choice for the server. The server cannot specify a list of multiple
addresses. The wildcard local address is the "any" choice. In Figure 1.9, the wildcard address
was specified by setting the IP address in the socket address structure to INADDR_ANY before
calling bind.

At some later time, a client starts on the host with IP address 206.168.112.219 and executes
an active open to the server's IP address of 12.106.32.254. We assume the ephemeral port
chosen by the client TCP is 1500 for this example. This is shown in Figure 2.12. Beneath the
client we show its socket pair.

Figure 2.12. Connection request from client to server.
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When the server receives and accepts the client's connection, it forks a copy of itself, letting
the child handle the client, as we show in Figure 2.13. (We will describe the fork function in
Section 4.7.)

Figure 2.13. Concurrent server has child handle client.

At this point, we must distinguish between the listening socket and the connected socket on
the server host. Notice that the connected socket uses the same local port (21) as the listening
socket. Also notice that on the multihomed server, the local address is filled in for the
connected socket (12.106.32.254) once the connection is established.

The next step assumes that another client process on the client host requests a connection
with the same server. The TCP code on the client host assigns the new client socket an unused
ephemeral port number, say 1501. This gives us the scenario shown in Figure 2.14. On the
server, the two connections are distinct: the socket pair for the first connection differs from the
socket pair for the second connection because the client's TCP chooses an unused port for the
second connection (1501).

Figure 2.14. Second client connection with same server.

Notice from this example that TCP cannot demultiplex incoming segments by looking at just
the destination port number. TCP must look at all four elements in the socket pair to determine
which endpoint receives an arriving segment. In Figure 2.14, we have three sockets with the
same local port (21). If a segment arrives from 206.168.112.219 port 1500 destined for
12.106.32.254 port 21, it is delivered to the first child. If a segment arrives from
206.168.112.219 port 1501 destined for 12.106.32.254 port 21, it is delivered to the second
child. All other TCP segments destined for port 21 are delivered to the original server with the
listening socket.
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SCTP keeps a fragmentation point based on the smallest path MTU found to all the peer's
addresses. This smallest MTU size is used to split large user messages into smaller pieces
that can be sent in one IP datagram. The SCTP_MAXSEG socket option can influence this
value, allowing the user to request a smaller fragmentation point.

TCP Output

Given all these terms and definitions, Figure 2.15 shows what happens when an application
writes data to a TCP socket.

Figure 2.15. Steps and buffers involved when an application writes
to a TCP socket.

Every TCP socket has a send buffer and we can change the size of this buffer with the
SO_SNDBUF socket option (Section 7.5). When an application calls write, the kernel copies all
the data from the application buffer into the socket send buffer. If there is insufficient room in
the socket buffer for all the application's data (either the application buffer is larger than the
socket send buffer, or there is already data in the socket send buffer), the process is put to
sleep. This assumes the normal default of a blocking socket. (We will talk about nonblocking
sockets in Chapter 16.) The kernel will not return from the write until the final byte in the
application buffer has been copied into the socket send buffer. Therefore, the successful return
from a write to a TCP socket only tells us that we can reuse our application buffer. It does not
tell us that either the peer TCP has received the data or that the peer application has received
the data. (We will talk about this more with the SO_LINGER socket option in Section 7.5.)

TCP takes the data in the socket send buffer and sends it to the peer TCP based on all the rules
of TCP data transmission (Chapter 19 and 20 of TCPv1). The peer TCP must acknowledge the
data, and as the ACKs arrive from the peer, only then can our TCP discard the acknowledged
data from the socket send buffer. TCP must keep a copy of our data until it is acknowledged by
the peer.

TCP sends the data to IP in MSS-sized or smaller chunks, prepending its TCP header to each
segment, where the MSS is the value announced by the peer, or 536 if the peer did not send
an MSS option. IP prepends its header, searches the routing table for the destination IP
address (the matching routing table entry specifies the outgoing interface), and passes the
datagram to the appropriate datalink. IP might perform fragmentation before passing the
datagram to the datalink, but as we said earlier, one goal of the MSS option is to try to avoid
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fragmentation and newer implementations also use path MTU discovery. Each datalink has an
output queue, and if this queue is full, the packet is discarded and an error is returned up the
protocol stack: from the datalink to IP and then from IP to TCP. TCP will note this error and try
sending the segment later. The application is not told of this transient condition.

UDP Output

Figure 2.16 shows what happens when an application writes data to a UDP socket.

Figure 2.16. Steps and buffers involved when an application writes
to a UDP socket.

This time, we show the socket send buffer as a dashed box because it doesn't really exist. A
UDP socket has a send buffer size (which we can change with the SO_SNDBUF socket option,
Section 7.5), but this is simply an upper limit on the maximum-sized UDP datagram that can
be written to the socket. If an application writes a datagram larger than the socket send buffer
size, EMSGSIZE is returned. Since UDP is unreliable, it does not need to keep a copy of the
application's data and does not need an actual send buffer. (The application data is normally
copied into a kernel buffer of some form as it passes down the protocol stack, but this copy is
discarded by the datalink layer after the data is transmitted.)

UDP simply prepends its 8-byte header and passes the datagram to IP. IPv4 or IPv6 prepends
its header, determines the outgoing interface by performing the routing function, and then
either adds the datagram to the datalink output queue (if it fits within the MTU) or fragments
the datagram and adds each fragment to the datalink output queue. If a UDP application sends
large datagrams (say 2,000-byte datagrams), there is a much higher probability of
fragmentation than with TCP, because TCP breaks the application data into MSS-sized chunks,
something that has no counterpart in UDP.

The successful return from a write to a UDP socket tells us that either the datagram or all
fragments of the datagram have been added to the datalink output queue. If there is no room
on the queue for the datagram or one of its fragments, ENOBUFS is often returned to the
application.

Unfortunately, some implementations do not return this error, giving the application no
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indication that the datagram was discarded without even being transmitted.

SCTP Output

Figure 2.17 shows what happens when an application writes data to an SCTP socket.

Figure 2.17. Steps and buffers involved when an application writes
to an SCTP socket.

SCTP, since it is a reliable protocol like TCP, has a send buffer. As with TCP, an application can
change the size of this buffer with the SO_SNDBUF socket option (Section 7.5). When the
application calls write, the kernel copies all the data from the application buffer into the socket
send buffer. If there is insufficient room in the socket buffer for all of the application's data
(either the application buffer is larger than the socket send buffer, or there is already data in
the socket send buffer), the process is put to sleep. This sleeping assumes the normal default
of a blocking socket. (We will talk about nonblocking sockets in Chapter 16.) The kernel will not
return from the write until the final byte in the application buffer has been copied into the
socket send buffer. Therefore, the successful return from a write to an SCTP socket only tells
the sender that it can reuse the application buffer. It does not tell us that either the peer SCTP
has received the data, or that the peer application has received the data.

SCTP takes the data in the socket send buffer and sends it to the peer SCTP based on all the
rules of SCTP data transmission (for details of data transfer, see Chapter 5 of [Stewart and Xie
2001]). The sending SCTP must await a SACK in which the cumulative acknowledgment point
passes the sent data before that data can be removed from the socket buffer.
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